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This is the way the test read two years ago: P. H.
value 5.6 to 6.0, P205 250 to 350 pounds per acre, organic ma terial 1 to 1 Y2 parts in 10; root growth 3 to 4
inches; color of grass, shiny green, and stems stiff and
sturdy. I might also say that greens that run high in
organic material showed a little less P20 5 and vice versa.
Evidently if I have found anything worthwhile it will
show itself next year, if someone is willing to try and
keep a few greens under similar conditions.
Some place
along the line should be a medium of organics and phosphorus in the soil to produce the right kind of healthy
growth.
I don't want anyone to believe that I don't use nitrogen because I do, both quick and slow available but all
my greens had the same proportion
of nitrogen per
square foot and there weren't any that showed the result
of the four special greens, so I have come to believe that
the amount of organic material and phosphorus
has
something to do with their success.
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~NEXT BEST TO RAIN4
The famous Double Rotary Sprinkler has won its present
leadership through 13 years of superior work on the finest golf
courses throughout the natia.t. Its even, thorough distribution
of water wins instant approval of all greenkeepers. Its positive
rotary action makes it a biB water saver. Never packs or
washes soil. Never puddles. Covers any circular area up to
80 feet (more than 5.000 _square feet) or down to 15 feet in
diameter according to pressure. Completely covers a green
in one setting. Self-operating. Adjustable nozzle. Skid base.
Built of finest materials for years of service. Guaranteed!
Ask your Pro or go to your local dealer. If neither can
supply you. order direct. Try 10 days. If not satisfactory, return sprinkler and money will be refunded.
Descriptive literature on request.
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(Next Be5t to Rain,

Spring Work
By JOSEPH BALL, Greellkeeper
Cbartier Heigbts Coulltry Club, Graftoll,

Pat

FTER the snow has cleared off in early March,
I
usually make a thorough examination of my course and
note very carefully the winter damage so I have no
guessing as to where to start.
I usually take the temperature of the ground at various times. In the meantime my men are busy mixing
fertilizers and topdressing.
And when the temperature rises outside sixty to seventy degrees and the ground
is fifty I begin fertilizing.
You will notice your grass
responding much quicker and at the same time avoiding
waste by spring rains, leaching and washing away your
fertilizer before it has had time to act on the plants.
It is unfair to always blame fertilizer for your troubles. You can underfeed and overfeed; always let your
greens a little on the hungry side. Pay close attention
and you will soon note that it will become familiar to
you. Let up immediately and your. greens go into the
dormant stage for now they need rest not abuse. This
advice is more for the young greenkeeper.
~
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DOUBLE

ROTARY

JUNIOR

The ideal all-purpose sprinkler for home owners.
Has all the proved features of the above Heavy Duty
model. plus stationary sprinkling features.

DOUBLE ROTARY SPRINKLER COMPANY
109 COCA

CCLA

BLDG.

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

Give your greens a good sulphating early in the spring
as soon as the ground is warm and before the weed seeds
germinate.
This will cut down your weed picking expenses. I have cut my weed picking expenses from $20
a day to 75 cents a day. When you start out in the spring
let your first thought be greens and fairways; other
work can stand.
I am sending you a picture of one of the little things
a greenkeeper
has to do outside of greenkeeping.
A
rustic bridge spanning a ravine on No. 13 fairway, 205
ft. long, 16 ft. high in the middle, built by my own men
at a cost of $316 only and supervised by myself.

OF RUSTIC BRIDGE BUILT BY JOSEPH BALL AT THE CHARTIER
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